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ABSTRACT
We present a security framework for Vehicular Ad hoc Net-
works (VANETs), using identity-based cryptography, to pro-
vide authentication, confidentiality, non-repudiation and mes-
sage integrity. Additionally it provides scalable security and
privacy using short-lived, authenticated and unforgeable,
pseudonyms. This feature can be used by VANET applica-
tions that require quantifiable trust and privacy to provide
differentiated service based on various levels of trust and
privacy thresholds.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.4.6[Security and
Protection]: Authentication

General Terms: Security.

Keywords: Security, Privacy, Vehicular networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers are continually exploring the feasibility of ve-

hicular applications, ranging from enhancing driver safety to
traffic management to providing roadside services and info-
tainment using inter-vehicle communications. Security and
privacy are indispensable in vehicular communications for
successful acceptance and deployment of such a technology.

Adversarial models for such communication networks range
from mere eavesdropping to malicious data injection to cause
accidents. Any security solution has to account for the
contention-based opportunistic communication medium, tran-
sient association and ad-hoc group formations between vehi-
cles, ease of eavesdropping and disrupting the message and
data exchange, high mobility, and the acute need for privacy
in these networks.

Vehicles and base-stations should be able to authenticate
themselves and at the same time use disposable pseudonyms
for vehicles so that their activities and communications are
not tracked by parties that are eavesdropping on them. We
also need to make certain that there is a verifiable trail be-
tween the pseudonyms and the real identities of the vehicle
and that only a common, Trusted Arbiter(TA) is able to
verify that trail in case of a dispute.

Proposed security solutions using traditional public key[5,
4] cryptography are not very flexible in providing user spec-
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ified levels of privacy due to rigid pseudonym assignments
nor bandwidth efficient because of the size of keys and cer-
tificates used. The solution, using symmetric keys, proposed
in [3] is not suited to delay-sensitive vehicle-to-vehicle com-
munication as vehicles have to contact a base station to de-
crypt/verify information given by another vehicle.

We propose a security framework for vehicular networks,
using Identity-Based Cryptography (IBC), that provides au-
thentication, confidentiality, message integrity, non repudi-
ation and pseudonymity. We present a pseudonym gen-
eration mechanism that exploits the implicit authentica-
tion provided by IBC to generate unforgeable, authenticated
pseudonyms. While these pseudonyms allow vehicles to en-
gage in anonymous communication, they also provide non-
repudiation because [only] a Trusted Authority (TA) can re-
construct the true identity of a vehicle from its pseudonym
to settle disputes or provide accountability.

2. IDENTITY-BASED CRYPTOGRAPHY
In 1984 Adi Shamir [6] first proposed the idea of an identity-

based cryptosystem in which arbitrary strings can act as
public keys. However, the first practical identity-based en-
cryption scheme was produced by Boneh and Franklin [1]
in 2001. Their scheme uses a non-degenerate, bilinear map
ê : G1 × G1 → G2, where G1 and G2 are cyclic groups of
order p for some large prime p. In particular this map sat-
isfies the following property : ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P, Q)ab for all
P, Q ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zp. Weil and Tate pairings on elliptic
curves are two fast and efficient ways of constructing such
bilinear maps. In addition to encryption, we need the ability
to provide non-repudiation in a cost-effective manner. In or-
der to achieve non-repudiation with relatively meager com-
putational requirements, we have chosen to employ identity-
based signcryption which combines signing and encryption
operations and also produces smaller ciphertext as compared
to sign and then encrypt. The particular scheme we use was
proposed by Chen and Malone-Lee [2]. The costliest compu-
tation in this process is the signature verification part with
the two Tate pairings. We argue that VANETs are charac-
terized by entities that are not computationally limited and
hence have the ability to perform CPU intensive computa-
tions like Tate pairings. Overall, the scheme we use, saves
one Tate pairing in the decrypt/verify process as compared
to other such schemes developed before it.

3. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION
In our solution, each vehicle and base-station has a unique

identifier IDid. These identifiers include the designation of



the entity as a vehicle or base-station; e.g. IDv =
(vehicle‖identifier). We envision that these identifiers can
be certified at regular periods(say anually) by a TA. If any
certificate is revoked the TA notifies all the base-stations in
the system, so base-stations have to only store Certificate
Revocation List (CRL) entries that are less than a year old.
Vehicles never have to download any CRLs, which provides
for huge savings in communication costs. We use the follow-
ing notations:

• dv, dI : Secret key corresponding to IDv and IDI re-
spectively.

• KI : Secret key assigned to the base-station I.

• TSi : Timestamp at time i.

• Kv
pub, Kv

pvt : Public and private keys assigned to a
vehicle by TA as part of their certificates.

• sigEncrypt (sigencryption) and sigDecrypt (sigdecryp-
tion) refer to identity-based operations while
rsaEncrypt, rsaDecrypt, rsaSign and rsaV erify re-
fer to operations that use the RSA algorithm. In
some places we breakup sigEncrypt and sigDecrypt to
its subfunctions Sign, Encrypt, Decrypt and V erify.
Additionally, we use aesEncrypt and aesDecrypt to
denote symmetric cipher operations using the AES ci-
pher.

Setup phase: The TA conducts the setup phase [2] of
the identity-based cryptosystem and computes the relevant
system parameters (params) and the master secret s. Both
of these are then distributed to all the base-stations in the
system. The TA also generates a random secret key KI for
each base-station I and distributes it to that base-station.
The TA keeps a copy of this key in its database to help in fu-
ture arbitration proceedings. The TA provides each vehicle
with its unique vehicle identifier (IDv), public key certificate
certifying this identifier and including a public and private
key pair (Pubv and Pvtv) generated using classical algo-
rithms like RSA. Additionally each vehicle is provided with
all the public system parameters (params) of the identity-
based cryptosystem.

Pseudonym generation : We assume that base-stations
have up-to-date CRLs and that they will only issue a new
pseudonym only if the vehicle’s credentials have not been
revoked. When a vehicle needs to get a new pseudonym, it
engages a base-station as follows:

ID
i
v : M = 〈Certv, TSj , ID

i
v, rsaSignKv

pvt
(IDI‖ID

i
v)〉

ID
i
v → IDI : C = sigEncryptdi

v
(IDI , M)

IDI : M = 〈Certv, TSj , ID
i
v, U〉 = sigDecryptdI

(C)

rsaV erifyKv
pub

(U, IDI‖ID
i
v)

T = aesEncryptKI
(IDv‖TSj+1))

ID
i+1
v = 〈vehicle‖T‖IDI‖TSj+1〉

d
i+1
v = Extract(ID

i+1
v )

IDI → ID
i
v : rsaEncryptKv

pub
(ID

i+1
v ‖di+1

v ‖TSj)

Secure communication : Our system provides an im-
plicit credential in the form of the pseudonym for secure
communication between all entities. The pseudonym in-
cludes a time-stamp indicating the last time some infrastruc-
ture point validated the credentials of a vehicle. Each vehicle

could set its trust threshold as per the user’s choice, in de-
ciding how old pseudonyms they want to trust. Once that
choice is made, we can simply validate the identity-based
signature on the message to verify that the vehicle using
the pseudonym actually has the private key corresponding
to it. The private key could only have been generated by a
base-station (or the TA) who has the master secret s. Due
to the contention based nature of medium access control in
VANETs, it is important for the security overhead, in terms
of the size of the payload and number of additional commu-
nication exchanges, be kept low. The implicit authentication
provided by our pseudonyms is communication efficient be-
cause it eliminates the need for certificate exchange between
vehicles and also does not require the vehicles to download
any CRLs.

Non-repudiation : In case of a dispute involving vehi-
cles one can try to locate the cause of the incident based on
the messages exchanged between vehicles. Vehicles can log
messages into some-kind of a black-box like device and turn
these messages over to an arbiter. We assume for simplicity
that the arbiter is the same as the TA and has access to
the secret key database (containing secret keys of the base-
stations). Suppose vehicle IDb hands over a message M and
corresponding signature 〈U, W 〉 stating it was sent by vehicle
pseudonym IDi

a to pseudonym IDi
b. The arbiter will vali-

date if the message indeed was created and signed by IDi
a,

intended for IDi
b and then will decipher as to which real

vehicle ID’s these pseudonyms belong to. This mechanism
works as follows

1. M = ID
i
a‖ID

i
b‖m

2. Check that ID
i
a and ID

i
b are in M

3. If V erify(M, U, V, ID
i
a) == true, continue

4. We know ID
i
a = 〈vehicle‖T‖IDI‖TSj+1〉

5. KI = KeyLookup(IDI)

6. ID = 〈IDa‖TSj+1〉 = aesDecryptKI
(T )

7. Check that ID contains the same TSj+1 as in ID
i
a

8. IDa is the real identity of the sender.

9. Repeat steps [4..8] with ID
i
b to get recipient.

The advantage of this scheme is that no special storage
is required in either the vehicles or the infrastructure for
each pseudonym. The message M containing the source and
destination pseudonyms and signature are the only things
that need to be stored to settle any disputes. Further, the
original identities of the vehicles can be re-created only by
a TA with valid legal cause for such action.
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